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Scottish
Government
Blood
SIBF welcomes the decision
but more needs to be done
to address those in ‘stage 1’
The Scottish Infected Blood
Forum welcomes the Scottish
Government’s announcement
that it has accepted the key
recommendations proposed
by the Financial Review Group
Final Report.
The proposals are a step
forward in providing some
form of justice for the innocent victims of the ‘worst
treatment disaster in the history of the NHS’.
In particular SIBF acknowledges the support from Cabinet
Secretary Shona Robison
(pictured), the careful way she
listened to victims and the
continuing efforts she has
made to produce this part of
the settlement.
However, the Forum
critical of the failure to address the issues of the majority
for annual payments (so-

called ‘stage 1’) due to inappropriate and outmoded
arbitrary illness thresholds,
as detailed in SIBF’s Note of
Dissent.
According to the work of the
Penrose Inquiry, stage 1 victims
account for approximately
80% of all those infected.
Here is a summary of the
proposals in relation to those
who were infected with HCV
and/or HIV from contaminated blood and blood products
from the NHS in Scotland:
 HIV or advanced hepatitis C
- £27,000 annually (up from
£15,000)
 Hepatitis C and HIV £37,000 annually (up from
£30,000)
 Lump sum payments for
victims - £50,000 (additional
£30,000 payment from the
initial £20,000)
 Spouse or civil partner of

victim who has died, where
the virus contributed directly to the death, receives 75%
of annual entitlement and
lump sum payment. The
proposed annual payment
should continue for a full
year after the date of death
of the primary recipient, to
provide transition support.
Thereafter, it should convert
into payment at 75% p.a. to
the spouse until death
 Widows/civil partners of
those who died at current
Skipton stage 1 will get this
payment where the virus(es)
contributed directly to the
death of the primary recipient
 Less advanced hepatitis C
(stage 1) - access to discretionary payments and lump
sum
 New support and assistance
grants and simplified access
to payments

 BUT no ongoing payments
for (stage 1) people infected
with hepatitis C and not
showing 'advanced' symptoms.
Regarding annual payments,
and contrary to some media
reports, the correct position is
that only those classed as
Skipton ‘stage 2’ will receive
them, i.e. those who are
deemed to have cirrhosis of
the liver or carcinoma.
Those in ‘stage 1’ who are
deemed not to have advanced’
hepatitis C, that is they do not
have cirrhosis or carcinoma,
will not receive annual payments under these current
proposals, but they will receive
a lump-sum payment of
£30,000 if they’d previously
received £20,000, or they will
get £50,000 if they haven’t
received the initial £20,000.
(continued on page 8)
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Convener’s Foreword
February and March 2016 were very busy
months for all those concerned with the
Contaminated Blood Scandal.
February saw myself, Petra Wright and Bill
Wright appearing at the Health Committee
on the 9th, followed the next day with SIBF's
Evening Reception Event at the Scottish
Parliament showcasing SIBF's Scoping
Exercise and Living Well film (page 14).

“The Health Secretary
formally accepted all the
key proposals of the
Financial Review Group.”
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We also reaffirm our commitment to our
members on page 8.
My second appearance on BBC Radio Scotland's Newsdrive programme is detailed on
pages 10 to 12 together with the interview
transcription of Patrick McGuire from
Thompson's Solicitors
Page 4 continues our feature on living well
with Hepatitis C and in this edition of Connections we highlight SIBF member Andy Gunn's
experience of how songwriting has helped
him cope with a litany of medical problems.
And on page 13 we give space to detail
some of our Member's thoughts and opinions

March saw a Memorial Event in the heart
of Edinburgh attended by bereaved family
members, the First Minister, the Deputy First
Minister and the Health Secretary (pages 3
and 5).
Very recently, the Health Secretary, Shona
Robison, formally accepted all the key
proposals of the Financial Review Group of
which I and several SIBF member's attended
(see pages 8-9). The proposals did not go far
enough as far as the Forum are concerned
and there is much work still to be done.

“There is still much work to
be done in the coming
months.”

on current and past events related to the
contaminated blood issue, covering both
blood transfusion members and haemophiliac
members.
There is still much work to be done in the
coming months. I as Convener, supported by
other SIBF Members, will continue to press
for the crystallisation of these financial settlements and for an extension of these to those
“The proposals did not go far
people suffering from extra-hepatic conditions
enough as far as the Forum
that are not ‘deemed’ to fit into a Skipton stage
are concerned.“
2 category.
We highlight our concerns and the media Our next Connections newsletter will be
misrepresentations following the Scottish
issued in June 2016, in the meantime I'd be
Government’s press release on the front cover delighted to hear from anyone who has
and on pages 6 and 7 we show a transcript of stories to tell or comments to make from
my interview on BBC Radio Scotland’s News- their own unique perspective.
drive programme on Friday 18th March, the
Thank you.
day of the Scottish Government’s announcement.

Get in touch: mail@sibf.org.uk
The Forum wants to hear:
 your opinions and stories
 what works for you
 details of your current/past treatments
 the side-effects of treatments
 additional health issues caused by past and/or
current treatments
 welfare rights issues or DLA/PIP and other benefits
issues
 your experience of the new treatments and
 any problems you have encountered requesting or
getting the new treatments
We also are updating our member database and we'd be
very grateful if current members would get in touch by
email or phone to provide up-to-date details, particularly
email contact addresses. We welcome new members
wholeheartedly and we hope you'll find the newly

energised forum a place to find support, kinship, a
meeting of like-minded people who have gone through
what you've endured.
You can find more information on the website
www.sibf.org.uk and contact us on mail@sibf.org.uk
or you can contact the Convener on 0141 649 0050 or
Pdolan614@btinternet.com
We also now have new office premises. The address is:
Brunswick House, 51 Wilson Street, Merchant City,
Glasgow G1 1UZ. The direct office telephone number is
0141 559 5036.

Did you know?
The SIBF is the only recognised charity in Scotland that
seeks to provide support to all individuals who were
infected with Hepatitis C as the result of NHS treatment
from receiving blood transfusions and blood products.
It includes people who received blood transfusions and
people with haemophilia as well as family members.
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A memorial event was held for those who died following
infection with HIV and Hepatitis C from blood products
and blood transfusions at Augustine United Church in
Edinburgh on the 2nd of March.
A memorial event was held
for those who died following
infection with HIV and Hepatitis C from blood products and
blood transfusions at Augustine United Church in Edinburgh on the 2nd of March. It
was hosted by Haemophilia
Scotland and arose from initiatives of bereaved family members, including the family of
former SIBF vice-convener
Dave Bissett.
Bereaved family members
from all over Scotland were
joined by those infected and
campaigners, including SIBF
members. Patrick McGuire
from Thompson's Solicitors
also attended, as did the First
Minister Nicola Sturgeon, the
deputy First Minister John
Swinney and the Health Secretary Shona Robison. SIBF and
Haemophilia Scotland supporter Richard Lyle MSP also
attended. Representatives
from other support organisa

SIBF are happy to announce
that they have secured the
services of Tommy Leggate to
act in the Manager/Coordinator role for the charity.
Some of you may know that
Tommy authored the SIBF’s
comprehensive Scoping Exercise and also assisted the SIBF
Committee on the Financial
Review Group meetings that
took place last year.
The role is part-time only,
due to funding constraints,
but we have some definite
development plans for the
next year, including the
development of a new website
for www.sibf.org.uk, which we
hope will go live in April, and

tions also attended, including
The Hepatitis C Trust, HIV
Scotland, The Haemophilia
Society and Haemophilia
Wales.
The tone of the memorial
was just right with touching
speeches made by bereaved
family members, Bill Wright
the Chair of Haemophilia Scotland and by the First Minister,
Nicola Sturgeon. There was
also very moving musical contributions by Wendy Taylor
and SIBF member Andy Gunn.
The Contaminated Blood
Memorial Fund was launched
at the Memorial event, bringing bereaved families together
to plan, and raise money for, a
lasting memorial to those who
have died as a result of the
contaminated blood disaster
in Scotland. Family members
involved in the memorial say:
"We would like your help to
create a lasting memorial to
those we have lost because of

the contaminated blood disaster. It will be built in recognition not just of our personal
losses, but of the collective
losses we all share. We’d like it
to be something beautiful,
evocative and have significance for us all."
If you would
like to get involved in planning the memorial or raising
funds please
contact Philip
Dolan (tel 0141
649 0050) or
Tommy Leggate
(tel 0141 559
5036). If you
would like to contribute to the
costs of raising a memorial to
those we have lost in Scotland

there are two ways to donate
(see right). The project belongs to the affected families
themselves and 100% of the
money you donate will go
towards the fund.

Philip Dolan, SIBF Convener, with
the First Minister, Nicola Sturgeon

Donate Online
The families have set up a memorial fund through the
Haemophilia Scotland Just Giving page:
the leasing of office desk space
at SVCO’s Glasgow offices. The
address is:
Brunswick House
51 Wilson Street
Merchant City
Glasgow G1 1UZ
The direct office telephone
number is 0141 559 5036.

www.justgiving.com/contaminatedblood
memorialfund

Text Donate
To donate to the fund text CBME23 to 70070.
The standard donation is £10 but you can give less or
more by adding an amount to your text. For example,
to give £20 you text: CBME23 £20 to 70070

CBME23 to 70070
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SIBF Member Andy Gunn has spoken eloquently about his struggle to maintain his
sanity and health, and the positive impact creativity has in his life, in the face of
mounting health issues caused by receiving contaminated blood products.
He performed a poignant track from his latest album at the Memorial event in front
of bereaved family members and members of the Scottish Cabinet. A powerful part of
being able to live well with the infection(s) is to internally acknowledge the harm
others’ actions have had on innocent lives and then attempt to move forward with
your life the best you can , with available supports from friends, family and campaigning organisations. Here is an extract from a recent Daily Record article on Andy’s
harrowing but ultimately uplifting experience.

ANDY Gunn was infected with HIV and Hepatitis C by the NHS after being given contami
nated blood as a child, but he's battled back to release a critically-acclaimed album.
BLUES singer Andy Gunn has
battled back from tragedy to
record a new album while
fighting for his life and for the
justice he deserves.
As a child, the haemophiliac
became one of hundreds of
Scots who were infected with
the HIV virus and hepatitis C by
the NHS – as part of a contaminated blood products cover-up
stretching back to the 70s.
Due to the illness, he developed
hepatitis C-related cancer twice.
He is also a recovering alcoholic
and almost died from a heart
attack.
Despite the setbacks, Andy,
from Inverness, has become one
of Scotland’s leading blues musicians. He has released a critically-acclaimed album called
Miracle of Healing, some of
which was recorded with the
help of his musician pal, Martin
Stephenson, while he was being
treated in Raigmore hospital.
Andy, 41, said: “It’s been a
tough one. I’ve struggled with
physical ill health and mental ill
health. I became an alcoholic,
but I’ve been sober for six years
now.
“Martin and I have known
each other a long time and Martin stays about 30 miles north of

Inverness. He has been a big
influence and helped me in recovery from being an alcoholic.
“He visited me when I was
Newcraigs psychiatric hospital
because I wasn’t well and suggested I think
about an
album. So I
started
writing
songs.
“Then I was
admitted to
Raigmore
because I
was in a lot
of pain, had
difficulty
walking and
suffered from blackouts.
“I had the heart attack and
that’s when they discovered I
had cancer, so I am very lucky to
be alive.
“If I had been anywhere else
when I had the heart attack I’d
have been a goner. Martin came
to the ward with his laptop and I
recorded some guitar.”
He added: “We put the album
together with some other musicians and finished the recordings in my home when I was
discharged from the hospital.
“I had to tell the neighbours it

might get noisy and they were
pretty understanding.”
Doctors in the NHS knew that
haemophiliacs who were given
the blood products had been
infected with HIV and hepatitis
C but they
kept the
illness from
patients for
years.
Hundreds of
Scots haemophiliacs
were among
4,800 people affected
by the contaminated
blood in the
UK. Secret trials were also carried out in Scotland that victims
allege broke the Nuremberg
code – research ethics principles
for human experimentation set
up as a result of the trials at the
end of World War II.
Some of those infected were
married men who were not told
they had HIV. Incredibly, doctors kept quiet while monitoring
them to see if their wives would
become infected through sexual
intercourse.
Andy said: “This all started in
the 70s and 80s and the NHS

finally started heat treating the
blood products towards the end
of the 80s and early 90s (to decontaminate them) – but they
were reluctant because it was
an added cost.
“In their own words they said
it was completely indefensible
not to heat treat it.
“They eventually capitulated.
In other countries there have
been similar scandals. In France,
they put some of the health
officials in jail.
“I was seven when I was given
infected blood products so it’s a
bit of a miracle I’m still here.”
He added: “The other part of
the scandal was the cover-up.
They didn’t tell people they
were infected until years later.
“They didn’t tell married men
who were trying for families so
they infected their wives and it
was a bit of a disaster.
“They didn’t tell my mother
until I was 13 or 14. They knew
all that time.
“But the doctor, my haematologist, just said it wasn’t hospital
policy to tell people.”
Andy will perform at Edinburgh's Stramash on April 16,
Perth Green Room on May 20
and Edinburgh Blues Club on
May 21.
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Here we feature a transcription of
First Minster Nicola Sturgeon's speech
at the Memorial event on 2nd March
“It is a huge honour and privi- and psychological
lege for me and for the Deputy
First Minister and the Health
So today's service comSecretary to be here today to
“The Scottish
is special and deeply poignant,
but an occasion that I
It's 17 years now since I first
became aware of the issue of
haemophilia and infected
blood. As a newly elected MSP
back then I heard from constituents who had been infected
with HIV or hepatitis C or who
cared for people who had been
infected. Back then I also
attended many meetings with
people like Dave Bissett, Cheryl
and Leon's father, who is sadly
amongst those being mourned
and celebrated today. Shona
also went to many of those
meetings at the time and has
continued to work closely with
all of those affected.
In total, of course, hundreds
of people in Scotland have died
after being infected through
blood transfusions and even
after all this time it is still hard
to truly imagine the difficulties,
the anxieties and the hardships
that people and their families
have had to contend with. In
addition to dealing with the
illness itself, you've had to cope
with uncertainty, with sorrow
and with grief. Many people,
of course, felt stigmatised despite being utterly blameless.
And I know that people still
fight daily battles, both physical

Government will take
concrete steps to
improve the support
that is provided for
people still living with
HIV and hepatitis C
infections and also the
families of those who
have sadly passed on.”

memorates what is a continuing
the lives of people
who fought
to fight these diseases. It honours them and it also honours
the families and the friends
who have helped care for
them. Sometimes, of course,
sacrificing your own opportunities and careers in the process.
In all of my involvement with
this issue there has always
been one basic and overriding
principle that seems to me to
be inescapable, it's so basic in
fact that
escape it and that is this
one: We as a society have a
moral obligation to help people
who were infected with an illness by the Health Service.

I

about a national memorial; the
I Scottish Government will offer
wanted to ensure that the
any advice and support we can
circumstances surrounding
to Haemophilia Scotland for
as
that project and I hope that we
fully and impartially as possible, can together make good proand as First Minister now I
gress on it. It is important that
continue to be determined to
we pay a permanent tribute as a
ensure that we fulfil that moral nation to those who have died.
obligation to you.
I know that nothing we can do
That's why on behalf of the
can ever, ever make good the
Scottish Government and inloss that you have suffered, the
deed previous governments, I
loss that you still feel, and the
apologised last March to every- loss that you will carry with you
one who has had to deal with
for the rest of your lives, but I
want to say to you that our
door, our hearts, are always
open to you. We will always
the impact of infected NHS
listen to your concerns and
blood and blood products.
work with you to try and meet
And it's why the Scottish Government will take concrete
and Shona and the Government
steps to improve the support
as a whole,
that is provided for people still commitment.
living with HIV and hepatitis C
So I hope that today's service,
infections and also the families by bringing together so many
of those who have sadly passed families today, by commemoon; and further details of that
rating and celebrating the lives
support will be announced by
of those who have died, can
the Health Secretary for the end
of this month.
process of grieving and healing.
And it's why we will, of course, I am deeply grateful to everydo everything in our power to
one who has helped to organise
events today's event. It has been such a
never happen again.
privilege for me to play a small
I know that Lorna, Cheryl and part. Thank you very much for
Leone will talk in a moment
allowing me to do so.”
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Here is the full transcript
of BBC Radio Scotland's
Newsdrive interview with
Scottish Infected Blood
Forum's Convener Philip
Dolan MBE, Friday 18th
March 2016.
“The Scottish Government is
to give some people infected
by the Contaminated Blood
product scandal of the 70s,
80s and early 90s extra financial support. Around
3,000 Scots were infected
with hepatitis C and HIV
after receiving blood transfusions on the NHS. Those
infected with hepatitis C will
get £27,000 a year, those
with HIV £37,000. Well let's
speak now to Philip Dolan
the Convener of the Scottish
Infected Blood Forum. Good
evening
PD: Good evening.
BBC: What do you make of
this?
PD: Well first I welcome the
Government's decision to
make an announcement
about making provisions.

“The statement that
has just been made
by yourself in fact is
not accurate.”
This has been a long battle
and it has been going now

17 years of this current
Scottish Government [sic
Scottish Parliament].
However the statement
that has just been made
by yourself in fact is not
accurate. What the Government appears to have
announced is that people
who are deemed to be in
'stage 2', that is they have
developed cirrhosis or gone
on to develop carcinoma,
they will receive £27,000
annually. The majority of
people, that is {over} 80% of
people who were infected
with hepatitis C from the
NHS, will only receive
£30,000, a one-off payment,
which is in fact 13 years
overdue. Lord Ross recommended a total of £50,000 in
2003, However Malcolm
Chisholm when he was Minister made an ex-gratia payment of £20,000, so in actual
fact the £30,000 that is going
to go to those people who
are at stage 1, that is they
have got hepatitis C and for
other problems, will only
now receive the £30,000
which they didn't get 13
years ago.
BBC: Am I right in saying
that everybody who has
stage 1 goes onto stage 2?
PD: Not everybody goes on,
and hopefully wouldn't, but

many people in stage 1 are
very, very ill. The fact that
they have not been diagnosed by some medical person that they have developed cirrhosis or liver cancer
doesn't take away from the
fact that many of them have

“The impact isn't just
on the individual,
the impact is on the
families of these
people,”
had to give up employment,
they are unable to continue
work because of the stigma
associated with hepatitis C
and the impact it has. The
impact isn't just on the individual, the impact is on the
families of these people, and
in some cases people have
found they've had to give up
their job because the attitude of some of their fellow
workers, thinking 'you must
be a drug addict' but in fact
you got it from going to a
hospital to be cured...
BBC:… on the NHS. But as
well as these lump sums and
these payments, are we not
right in thinking that there's
going to be an Assistance
Grant Scheme and that will
amount to some £1 million a
year, that's quite a lot of
money?

PD: Well we are still
waiting for the details of
that. I was part of the Government's Review Group and
we had various disagreements and discussions during this, but at the moment
the facilities of a scheme for
support only seem to apply
to those people who are in
stage 2, we welcome the
suggestion that this may be
opened up to other people
but again that is limited. The
people at stage 2, we're not
taking away from them because they are ill etc. but
they get £27,000 and when
they die the proposal is that
they're widows or partner
will then get 75% of that for
the rest of their partner's
life. But if you are in stage 1
and you are very ill and die,
there is no facility for those
people, and that represents
80% of those people who
got hepatitis C from contaminated blood.
BBC: it sounds as if, notwithstanding the fact that
you welcomed this announcement today and give
praise to I think the Cabinet
Secretary Shona Robison's
support and the way she has
talked to you in the past,
you've got a lot of reservations; is the door still open
to talk more to the Scottish
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Government?
PD: Well we hope it will be,
we've certainly had a lot of discussions, certainly Shona Robison has been very helpful, but
so has her predecessor Nicola
Sturgeon. And I think there are
many MSPs who have been supportive over many years but the
trouble was when it came to
crunch vote, when Labour were
in control, somebody
them’ and they
voted against the things that
they had signed up for.
BBC: So from your point of view
the fight goes on?
PD: The fight will go on and we
hope to get some sort of support and as I say we welcome it.

“The funds called the
Skipton Fund and the
Caxton Fund and
Macfarlane Trust,
will be transferred
to Scotland and
therefore Scotland
will take the
responsibility.”
What we don’t know is that
while that’s been announced,
how long will it take to implement this suggestion, for instance for people to get this
other part of the £50,000 that
they didn't get 13 years ago, the
opportunity for when you're
going to get it, will it be this year

or in 10 years’ time? There is no
information about that and
again the implementation of the
larger sums of money for those
people who have gone into
stage 2, when that's going to
happen? One thing we do welcome is that the Scottish Government has decided that
the funds called the Skipton
Fund and the Caxton Fund
and Macfarlane Trust,
will be transferred
Scotland and therefore
Scotland will take
the responsibility ...
BBC: ... so decision
making will be here
rather than ...
PD: ...and that we
welcome.
BBC: Okay. Philip
Dolan, Convener of
the Scottish Infected
Blood Forum, thanks
very much.
PD: Thank you.”
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SIBF’s commitment to you
 SIBF will continue to press for better
recognition of 'stage 1' people and
extra-hepatic conditions not centred
around liver function. This will include recognition of the side-effects
of past treatments which many now
acknowledge were terribly toxic to
recipient's bodies. The Cabinet Secretary for Health said at our recent
Scottish Parliament event, "Some of
the testimonies talked about side
effects of the some of the previous
treatments, horrendous side effects,
people have said to me actually that
the side effects were almost worse in
some cases."

so-called 'stage 0', those who were
unable to progress their cases due
to ‘missing’ or ‘destroyed’ medical
records.
 We will be seeking early discussions
with the new Government after the
election to see how soon the already
agreed payments can be implemented.
We would recommend to eligible people who haven’t already applied for the
original £20,000 Skipton payment to do
so now as soon as possible. If you are
unsure of how to progress this or have
difficulties because of missing or destroyed medical records please get in
touch with us (see bottom of page 2).

 We will continue to press for agreed
recognition for widows of those who
In the article to the right we reproduce
have already died in 'stage 1'.
the full text of the summary proposals
 We will continue to press for recogni- accepted in full by the Scottish
tion of widows of those who were in Government.

Scottish Government
decision on Contaminated Blood
(continued from front cover)
It is our understanding that if you were
in stage 1 and have subsequently
‘cleared’ the virus then you should be
eligible for the additional £30,000 lump
sum payment.
The timing of when these payments
are to be made still remains to be confirmed.
As detailed in SIBF’s Scoping Exercise,
many victims who are classified as stage
1 (the ‘80%’) are chronically ill as a result of receiving contaminated blood
and blood products from the NHS, and
the side-effects of past treatments, and
have been forced out of employment
due to health issues caused by the infection. Many have suffered, and continue to suffer, substantial financial
hardship due to being State infected.
They, their families and the families of
those who have died should be treated
with equal primacy together with those
who have been classed stage 2.
SIBF Convener, Philip Dolan MBE
commented, “We welcome the Scottish
Government’s statement which is a step
forward in obtaining some justice for

victims. SIBF and partner organisations
will continue to lobby and argue for a
full, fair and equal settlement for the
needs of the majority, who seek to live
out the remainder of their lives with
financial stability and dignity.”
He added, “There is no guarantee that
the ongoing needs of the majority who
are deemed to fall below stage 2 will be
met. The fear is that more people from
this key group will die before a satisfactory and just financial settlement is
provided to them.”
SIBF’s position is detailed in the Note
of Dissent Position Paper which was
included in the Group’s Final Report.
The Forum welcomes the opportunity
to continue the work with the Scottish
Government and others, when the
Financial Review Group reconvenes
after the Scottish Parliament elections,
to ensure that this part of the settlement is paid promptly to victims.
SIBF hopes that the Department of
Health in London will offer every assistance in a timely fashion to support the
direction of travel in Scotland.

Financial
Review
Group
Final
Report
In summary, the Group’s
recommendations which were
accepted by the Scottish Government
in full are the following:
Proposal 1: Annual payments
The annual payments for HIV and advanced
HCV (currently known as stage 2) should be
increased from £15k p.a. to £27k p.a. to
reflect Scottish fulltime gross median income.
Co-infected HIV and advanced HCV beneficiaries currently receive £30k p.a. That
amount should be raised to £37k to reflect
additional health needs. This should be
payable in all co-infected HIV and HCV
cases, including those currently at stage 1
HCV (chronic infection), to reflect the additional health impacts and complications of
co-infection. All co-infected people who are
currently at Skipton Fund stage 1 should
also automatically receive a £50k lump sum
as they would do were they to qualify for
stage 2 of the Skipton Fund.

Proposal 2:
Supporting widows, widowers
When the primary recipient dies, the increased annual payments should convert
into a pension for surviving spouses of 75%
of the relevant level of annual payment. To
qualify you must be, or have been, married
to or in a civil partnership with the primary
recipient at the point of death. This would
mean £27,750 in co-infected cases and
£20,250 for those infected with HIV or at
HCV stage 2 only.
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Key
Recommendations
The proposed annual payment should
continue for a full year after the date of
death of the primary recipient, to provide
transition support. Thereafter, it should
convert into payment at 75% p.a. to the
spouse until death.
Widows of those who died at current
Skipton stage 1 should also be able to apply
for this payment where the virus contributed directly to the death of the primary
recipient.

Proposal 4:
Support and Assistance Grants

A new Support and Assistance Grants
scheme should be established, with greater
funding than the existing discretionary
schemes. Scottish Government currently
allocates ~£300k p.a. to the discretionary
funds distributed by the Caxton Foundation
– to allow sufficient flexibility and responsiveness to the new target group this
should be increased to £1m p.a. and
distributed through a new Grant scheme.
The grant should be administered in ScotProposal 3:
land, either by an existing Scottish body, or
Increased lump sum payment for
chronic hepatitis C infection
via a new body established specifically for
The Ross Expert Group report recommenthis purpose.
dation related to chronic infection with
The scheme should be available to anyone
HCV should be fulfilled. That is: all those
in receipt of payments or their families/
chronically infected with HCV should
carers.
receive a £50k lump sum payment. For
The scheme should have simple mechathose infected with HCV who have already nisms for application and payment, and a
received the £20k stage 1 lump sum from
transparent appeals mechanism which
the Skipton Fund, this would mean an
involves patient representatives.
additional £30k lump sum.
All commitments made by the Eileen
If any individuals in receipt of the higher
Trust, Macfarlane Trust and Caxton Founlump sum payment for chronic infection
dation to make regular payments, including
subsequently transition to the current
winter fuel payments, should be honoured
stage 2 (cirrhosis, liver cancer, liver transby the new fund under the existing terms
plant, B-cell non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma)
of payment.
then they should receive the remaining
Applicants should indicate what they wish
£20k lump sum they would become eligible to use the funding for, against a set list of
for at stage 2, and become eligible for
activities/needs, and sign an undertaking to
annual payments. In effect, the additional
use it for that purpose. All assessments, but
£30k lump sum is released from the current particularly means testing, should be mini£50k stage 2 payment. A total lump sum of mised and simplified as much as possible.
£70k would still be payable, with £50k for
stage 1 and a further £20k for stage 2
under the new arrangements.

Proposal 5: Further work
Recipients of the ongoing annual payments
should have the option of converting these
into a one-off lump sum payment by way of
final settlement.
Access to insurance products, and additional loading of premiums due to infections,
should be given further consideration.
The operation of the schemes should be
subject to periodic review in conjunction
with beneficiaries.
The current thresholds for stage 1 and
stage 2 of the Skipton Fund should be the
subject of a specific, evidence-based review
to create new criteria based on health impact, rather than focusing predominantly
on liver damage.
This review should also thoroughly evaluate the criteria for attributing HCV to the
cause of death, including death certificate
data.
Applicants may have historically been
rejected from the Skipton Fund without
sufficient justification, openness and
transparency. It should be open to these
applicants to reapply to the new scheme
using more uniform, published principles. A future review should consider
suitable principles for the evaluation and
decision-making process.

The Financial Review Group Final
Report can be downloaded in full
at: www.sibf.org.uk
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BBC coverage, one
SIBF Convener Philip Dolan
and Thompsons solicitors
highlighted the perceived
lack of progress in taking
forward the sole recommendation arising from the much
maligned Penrose Inquiry
and the importance of the
look back exercise and carrying out increased testing.
Here we cover the BBC
Radio Scotland Newsdrive
programme broadcast from
Monday the 21st of March:
Newscaster’s
introduction:
“Lawyers representing
some of the victims of the
contaminated blood disaster
say the only recommendation of the inquiry into the
disaster still hasn't been implemented.
A year ago the Penrose
inquiry into how the blood
supply became contaminated
in the 1970s to 90s recommended that the NHS do
more to test those who still
don't know they were infected.
Thompsons solicitors say
they have three clients who
have been diagnosed in the
last year.
The Scottish government
says the expert group is considering how best to trace
other victims.
BBC Health Correspondent
Eleanor Bradford's Piece –
‘Paul’
As we heard in the news,
lawyers representing some of
the victims of the contaminated NHS blood products
say the only recommenda-

tion of inquiry into the disaster still hasn't been implemented. A year ago the Penrose inquiry into how the
blood supply became contaminated in the 70s to 90s
recommended that the NHS
do more to trace those who
still don't know they are infected. The Scottish government says progress is being
made. Health correspondent
Eleanor Bradford has more.
Paul met me at his lawyer's
office. He wanted his identity
hidden. He's just been diagnosed with hepatitis C. He
now knows it's been in the
system since May 1991 when
he had a blood transfusion
just before screening came
in.
"Hepatitis C comes with a
stigma, I'm actually out of
work at the moment because
of it, because I can’t work, I
just physically can't work, I've
not got the energy ... and the
sickness every day … just
take that away for a day and
I'll feel pretty good. But I had
everything in life now I've got
to rely on the government to
help me live and it's not a lot."
A year ago the £12million
Penrose inquiry into contaminated blood came to just one
conclusion that a look back
exercise should take place to
trace people at risk, that
could be anyone who had a
blood transfusion before
September 1991.
Thompsons solicitors represent many of those who
know they were infected but
senior solicitor Lindsay Bruce
says new cases like Paul are

still coming forward.
"We've got several going
forward, all from accidents
and having blood transfusions"
So it seems crazy that you
as a firm of solicitors have
found three cases and yet as
far as you know the NHS hasn't proactively done anything?
"No, not to my knowledge
they've not done anything
pro-active, certainly the feedback from the clients is that
they feel out on a limb".
Last week the Scottish government led the UK in announcing increased support
payments to victims of the
disaster. Health Secretary
Shona Robison says the
Scottish government is also
leading the way and a look
back exercise, with statistical
modelling underway and
review group which is due to
come up with a plan in the
summer:
"There have been attempts
in the past to try and chase
people and get people to
come forward but Prof Goldberg is looking at what more
we can do to meet that recommendation from Penrose.”
However hepatitis C causes
more damage the longer it's
undiagnosed. The virus has
been Paul's body so long he
has cirrhosis of the liver. He
says higher support payments mean nothing:
"I don't think there's ever
enough money if they don't
cure. I just couldn't tell anybody, people are asking

questions 'why are you not at
work?' ... I've just got to tell
lies"
Paul's been offered no
counselling. He's got to wait
at least two months to see a
specialist. He says his lawyer
has given him more information about hepatitis C
than the NHS. How many
other 'Paul's' are out there is
still unclear, it could be as
many as 200 who don't yet
know they're the last victims
of the worst disaster NHS has
ever known.”
Interview with Patrick
McGuire of Thompsons
Solicitors
“Lawyers representing
some of the victims of contaminated blood between
1970 and 1991 say the only
recommendation of the report into the disaster still
hasn't been implemented. The Penrose inquiry recommended that more should
be done to trace further potential victims.
Patrick McGuire is senior
partner of Thompsons solicitors who represent the majority of those infected. What
is your view of what's going
on here then I mean the Penrose inquiry was, what, a
year ago?
PM: Yes, we're just coming
up to the first anniversary,
the first thing I'd like to say is
that nobody and especially
me doubts in any way the
compassion or commitment
of either the Health Minister
or the First Minister or anyone else in the Scottish
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year post Penrose
Government in relation to the
plight of the victims of what's
been described correctly as
I
however can only deal with the
facts as I see them and they are
currently as this: Firstly the
Scottish Government spent a
huge amount of money on a
public inquiry and we had some
of the best legal minds in the
country looking into this. they
spent a huge amount of time
during that process looking at
statistics and modelling,
There was an entire chapter,
secondly, and the public report
that dealt with the look-back
issue and concluded that not
enough and yet been done.
We know thirdly that this is a
progressive disease, it's one
where literally each passing
month means the condition
gets worse and makes it less
amenable to treatment
And fourthly as a matter of
clear fact, in the last year my
firm have been approached by
three people who have been
diagnosed only during the last
12 months and who may and
certainly look/want to have
been caught by the look-back
exercise if it had happened
before now.
There's nothing that I've seen
from the Scottish government
yet in relation to what they
plan to do, so the facts seem to
speak for themselves.
BBC: What is your own feeling
as to how many people might
still be out there in Scotland
not knowing they have an incredibly serious disease?
PM: Well it is an incredibly
serious disease, again I rely on

the great legal mind that was
involved in the public inquiry:
Lord Penrose concluded that
there is potentially as much as
800 people who could be out
there as yet undiagnosed and
that if anything has to be a priority for the NHS, that is the
single most important priority I
think that it currently has.
BBC: Obviously it's very important for them to be traced
for the treatment for their own
health, but presumably also
there's a health implication for
other people too?
PM: Well there is the risk of
secondary contamination and
that is extremely important but
looking at the individual victims
themselves, as I said, this is a
progressive illness that can get
worse with the passage of time
and therefore the quicker the
medical intervention the more
likely it is that they are more
likely to be sufficiently treated. There's no cure and that's a
terrible tragedy but with modern medicine, if caught quickly
enough, there is a means by
which people can receive reasonable and appropriate treatment that can let them go on
with our lives. However if it's
left too long the implications
can be incredibly serious, into
conditions such as cirrhosis of
the liver and indeed even cancer. People still die of this condition and the longer it is taken
for diagnosis the more likely
that is.
BBC: We are hoping to speak
to the Health Secretary on the
programme this afternoon but
we do have a statement from
the Scottish Government and

they're saying the Penrose recommendation and
'look-back' is being fully implemented, good progress is being
made and any claims to the
contrary are simply wrong. In
your view, what can be done to
try and track these people, I
mean is there traceability in the
system somewhere?
PM: I'm no expert I can only go
on what seems logical to me.
The people firstly received
transfusions through the NHS
and that's where we have to
start. This may seem a ludicrous suggestion but there
even simply could be a large,
clear public-health announcement, a press and media campaign simply asking that anyone, because that's really what
it comes down to, anyone who
received a transfusion through
the NHS before 1991 come
forward and receive treatment. That may be daft but it
seems logical to me. There's
going to be other ways as well.
The Minister's entitled to her
own view. I'm simply going with
the facts as they have appeared
to me and they do as I've said
seem to speak for themselves.
BBC: I suppose anyone who
does have concerns can fairly
easily get this checked out in
NHS.
PM: If there is any message
today it's that if there's anyone
who has any concern whatsoever please go to your doctors
and please receive the test.

Interview with SIBF’s
Philip Dolan
“Lawyers representing people
infected with HIV and hepatitis
C through contaminated blood
products in the 1970s through
to the early 1990s say the only
recommendation of the Penrose Inquiry hasn't been implemented a year since its publication. The report said more
should be done to find and test
other potential victims.
Well Philip Dolan, Convener
of the Scottish Infected Blood
Forum, is with us. What do you
think of this, do you think an
awful lot more could be done
to try to trace these people?
PD: I think there is a need for
that, but it goes way further
back, somewhere in the 80s
there was a recommendation
made at that time to trace people and I don't think that ever
happened. Lord Ross in 2002 in
his findings in the expert group,
which I was a member of, he
recommended a look-back
along with other things and it
certainly hasn't been visible in
access at present. The government set up a review group on
look-back with Professor Goldberg, I'm a member of that so I
can't speak on behalf of that
Group but I can make my own
views from patients and people
infected.
BBC: Yes, the government says
this review is underway but I
guess that people are wanting
to see is action because with
every month that passes people's condition gets worse.
PD: That's correct it certainly
true that the committee has
(continued on page 12)
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BBC coverage one year post
Penrose BBC Radio Scotland’s
Interview of Philip Dolan (cont’d)
(continued from page 11)
only met once in the last five or
six months and I think there is
one further meeting due to take
place I understand probably in
May. My understanding was
they had difficulty getting hold
of some key people to be a
member of the group but that
doesn't help the people who
needed traced. Even just today I
had somebody who had got a
blood transfusion way back,
and they were on trying to get
information, and there are a
few people who come forward
effectively any time something
related to Penrose comes up
and people hear it. There are
people who got transfusions
here in Scotland but have gone
to live in England and of course
they're in a dilemma because
they no longer are resident in
Scotland and that needs to be
resolved early in the future.
BBC: Yes and possibly up to
800 people with undiagnosed

life-threatening conditions, very
worrying, is there an obvious
route to try to trace these
people, presumably records
perhaps weren't kept as much
then?
PD: With the haemophilia
population records should have
been kept in a sense because
they have a lifelong condition
so that records should go with
the life, but my understanding
is that people with blood transfusions, if in fact they've had a
blood transfusion, let's say after
giving birth, they may not have
had any problems until about
10 or 15 years later but by that
time their medical records have
been apparently destroyed by
some hospitals, after eight or
10 years they just ‘disappeared’.
BBC: What's your feeling then
on the best way to try to track
down the remaining people
that are still undiagnosed?
PD: ...I think that's the $64
million question. But I would

have thought that greater
contact with GPs in Scotland
but equally for GPs in Scotland
to look back because they
should know their patients and
try and identify them and at
least put them in touch with an
appropriate person, but again
that's a matter for the ethics of
the medical profession to determine.
BBC: Presumably the advice
might be to anybody who had a
blood transfusion during these
decades to get himself tested?
PD: That's correct and I understand that when Penrose came
out at first there was a big
number of people who did go
to GPs etc., and my understanding, although I can't say for
definite, is that many hundreds
of people did make contract
but of those who were tested,
very few were shown to have
hepatitis C.
BBC: Right, but so the remaining people are still out there

and if anybody is worried
presumably your advice is to
go and see their GP and make
sure that they do get themselves checked out?
PD: Yes and equally the folk
who maybe south of the border
now, I think although they
haven't resolved how they're
going to deal with those ones
because the recommendations
for making a financial arrangement applies to those people
living in Scotland, but there
must be a need for those
people who have left Scotland…
BBC: ... who were infected in
Scotland…
PD: ...Yes, as they certainly will
not be seen because if England
get round to do something then
they will not be wanted, England
won't want them, so they'll be
in 'no man's land'.”
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SIBF members’
views & opinions
We give a voice for our members to air their opinions and share their views.
Whilst these may not necessarily be the views of SIBF or its Trustees, they are the
unabashed, personal and often forceful views of state infected victims which need
to be heard.
“I would like to tender our
sincere appreciation of the
sterling body of work submitted by yourselves and the
SIBF Board, regarding your recommendations for an improved
and fair and final financial
settlement for all Scottish state
-infected HCV victims.
Specifically, the Press Release,
Note of Dissent, Detailed Commentary to Financial Group's
Proposals and the Scoping
Report Summary.
It seems that a relatively small
victim group like ourselves has
only a small voice when arguing
with the Scottish Government
for fairness and inclusivity with
regard to our avoidable multiple
losses and disadvantages inflicted via HCV infection, however I
was very impressed by the
thoroughness of your and the
Board's approach, and the very
comprehensive submissions
that you put forward.
My wife and I also recognise
the exhaustive unpaid time and

“My wife and I are very happy
that our Scottish Government
are taking over and will be running the Skipton and Caxton
funds, and making the changes
of the recommendations
requested so that help can be
given to people who urgently
need it who were given
contaminated blood administered by our N.H.S.
My wife contracted Hep C and
now has cirrhosis so we feel we
are experienced enough to
comment on what we feel is
still wrong.
We both feel that everyone
who contracted Hep C whether
it be described as 'stage 1' or

selfless dedication that has gone
into your and the Board’s SIBF
work, and we agree with all of
your points wholeheartedly.
The only disappointment we
have, is that other Scottish HCVsupport groups have not taken a
more strong and supportive line
in standing up for us all, in our
fight for fair and equitable treatment for all HCV victims.
We also hope that your
crucial and very valuable work is
noted and recognised as the
only sensible way forward by
other HCV victim-support
groups, and we sincerely hope
that state-infected victims and
those affected out with the
Scottish borders can also
benefit from your efforts, in
their own fights for justice.
I would also add that I was
horrified to hear your story at
the recorded Holyrood Health
Committee’s presentation about
Penrose's disgraceful comments
(the 'feather duster' nonsense).
I think that if he was forced to

'stage 2' should all receive the
same help.
Eighty percent of infected
people who are in what's called
stage 1 suffer just the same
pain and sometimes more problems than people in stage 2, for
example having to work when
feeling very ill. So we feel that
everyone who has been given
contaminated blood should all
be under the same umbrella, as
HIV, Cancer, Cirrhosis and all
types of mental and physical
problems are in all probability
just down the road awaiting
them.”
John Rice

live for even one day with the
terrible effects of HCV and the
legacy of the awful interferonribavirin treatment, then his
story, opinions, and findings
would have been far different.
With disgraceful statements
like that, (made by a Lord, no
less) it is no wonder that the
whole ridiculously expensive
report was a white-wash, and
the 'Maxwellisation' cover-up
was yet another total disgrace.
I can only hope that the MSPs
took note of his embarrassingly
shameful behaviour.
On another note, I was in
touch with Victoria Prouse
(Director of Operations) of
Caxton last week, and she said
that she has no idea when any
payments or money transfers to
victims will be made, at all. She
suggested that I write to Holyrood myself. With this in mind, I
enclose a letter that I sent to
Mark Taylor of Scottish SG news
Government website (no reply
as yet).

“I would like to congratulate
all those involved in the campaign and for what they have
achieved for all those who
have been infected with HCV/
HIV. You have all done such a
great job over the years.
I have a question, it's with
regards to those who received
stage 1 of the Skipton fund
financial package. If someone
received the original £20,000
over 10 years ago, but have
cleared the virus through treatment or naturally, will they be
eligible for the further payment
of £30,000 through the new
proposals?
I appreciate that you may not

I have also written similarly to
Skipton about possible payment
timeframes, but have not had
any reply yet either.
It seems, unfortunately, that
very little if anything is in the
immediate pipeline, and I just
hope they are not dissolving all
the financial support 'pseudo
charity' NGOs before setting
anything new up, but we shall
see.
I also remember when I
inquired a year ago, that
Caxton, (as an example of only
one support NGO) cannot take
budget surpluses or underspends over to the next year,
from the previous financial year.
So maybe they are trying to
save the UK exchequer money
by delaying action and/or
putting a hold on making any
payments for the foreseeable
future.
Very best regards, and our
thanks to you all.”
Richard & Elena Brown,
Nedialsk (Bulgaria)

be in a position at this time
to be able to answer this
question.”
Neil
If you or someone you know
needs support, please
contact Philip Dolan, SIBF
Convener, on 0141 649 0050
or email
Pdolan614@btinternet.com
or
mail@sibf.org.uk
Further contact details are
on page 3. You can also find
more information on the
website at www.sibf.org.uk.
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SIBF Parliament Evening Reception
The Forum held an evening reception at
the Scottish Parliament on Wednesday
10th February in Committee Room 1 to
launch the Scoping Exercise and the
‘Living Well with Hepatitis C’ film.
These two pieces of work, funded
through Scottish Government channels,
give victims a voice and put the spotlight
on what they have had to endure.
Tommy Leggate presented some key
findings from the Scoping Exercise which
analysed 123 respondents’ views and
detailed comments and his presentation
focussed on the financial impacts that respondents had detailed in the study. The
overall aim of the Scoping Exercise was to
assist the Scottish Government to more
clearly understand the scope and scale of
the unmet needs resulting from Hepatitis C
infection, and to give structured evidence

on those specific support needs.
Prior to this report, the Scottish Government has been, to some extent, reliant on
anecdotal accounts. This Scoping Exercise
has taken a wide-ranging and comprehensive approach to the issue of support that
included historic experiences. The needs of
those affected clearly go well beyond
treatment of the diseases themselves.

“Invitations for the evening
reception were extended
to as many infected and
affected people as possible.”
In tandem with this comprehensive
study, a new project was devised to focus
on people's experiences, to give them a
platform, through their own words and on
what helped them to live well with in spite

of the infection. This project matured into
a film created by Lorraine Simpson of ‘The
Lines Between’ entitled "Living Well with
Hepatitis C" and encapsulated the testimonies of 20 victims of the disaster and their
bereaved relatives. The film was not shown
in its entirety due to time constraints, but
an abbreviated version of the film showing
the first 17 to 20 minutes was shown and
this was followed by a speech given by
Shona Robison MSP the Cabinet Secretary
for Health and Wellbeing (a transcription
of this is shown on the next page).
Invitations for the evening reception
were extended to as many infected and
affected people as possible, together with
several consultants and specialists from
notable Scottish hospitals and members of
the Scottish Parliament itself. Some 71
responses were received prior to the event
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which in itself exceeded expectations,
indeed on the night more than that number
actually attended and the committee room
was filled with expectant audience members.
The event was hosted by Malcolm
Chisholm MSP; as some may know Philip
Dolan and Malcolm have not agreed on
some issues in the past, but we would like
to extend our gratitude to Malcolm for
sponsoring the event to allow us to make
our presentation in Parliament.
Thanks also go to Shona Robison MSP, the
Cabinet Secretary for Health, who spent a
considerable amount of time at the reception talking to any attendees who wanted
to raise points with her after she made her
speech. Many members and attendees
noted her willingness to delay leaving so
she could speak with all those people who
had been waiting patiently to talk with her. The following text is the full transcript

“The film of the Parliament
event can be streamed for
free.”
The film of the Parliament event can be
streamed for free on the ‘Vimeo’ platform
from the following link:
http://bit.ly/1XZUpFS
and here is a summary timeline of the
order of events:
start

Malcolm Chisholm MSP’s
introduction
1m 40s
Philip Dolan’s address
9m 50s
Tommy Leggate’s presentation on the Financial impacts
highlighted by the Scoping
Exercise
24m 42s
Lorraine Simpson’s introduc-tion to the Living Well Film
30m 25s
First 2/3rds of the ‘Living
Well’ Film
57m 15s
Shona Robison’s address
1hr 10m 29s Closing remarks by Malcolm
Chisholm MSP
1hr 11m 02s Closing words by Philip Dolan
Copies of the DVD of the ‘Living Well’
Film are available on request. We hope to
upload the entire film onto the Internet for
streaming too.
Our thanks also go to Gilead Sciences for
providing financial assistance that allowed
us to facilitate the reception and look after
such a large number of guests.

of Shona Robison MSP’s speech at the
SIBF Parliament Evening Reception:
“Well thank you for inviting me here
tonight, it’s always difficult to speak
after seeing something like that, it's very
powerful. But first of all I'd like to thank
Philip Dolan for all the work that he has
done, and the Scottish Infected Blood
Forum.
As Malcolm said one of the first things
that came to my attention really when I was
first elected to this place back in 1999, was
the campaign being brought to me by people like the late Dave Bissett, and people
like Philip and Bill Wright and others who
met with us and explained what the issue
was and what the campaign was.
And of course Malcolm, as he said already, was involved in the Health and Sport
Committee in its very first term looking at
this issue, so this was back a long way and
our involvement in this issue goes back a
long way and a lot has changed, some people would feel not enough has changed and
I understand that fully. But some things
have changed I think the awareness of this
issue, people's voices being heard and I
think the film has given an opportunity for
voices to be heard that otherwise might not
have and the fact that we are now at the
point of being of able to hopefully give
some practical support to those who need
it most and I'll come onto that in a second.
But the powerful testimonies that we
have heard tonight are very important and
not just to those who are aware of the issue, but actually to those who are not and
the public out there because there is still a
lot of stigma and are still a lot of misunderstanding and ignorance frankly, and I think
the more we can hear the voices of those
affected … I was also struck when we had

the world hepatitis Summit in Glasgow last
September, again a very important and
powerful world platform to hear the voices
of those who have been affected and some
of the testimonies from their experiences
from other countries has been very horrendous as well and particularly among again
some of the misunderstandings and stigma
from those countries and again those
platforms have been very important again
to hear those voices. So I want to pay tribute to the Forum and Philip in particular
and of course to the filmmakers, and also
from Tommy's presentation earlier on,
again I think giving a platform and a voice
to people's experiences so I think that's
been very important.
The work that the Forum has provided to
provide what I suppose is a mutually supportive role for those infected, for people
to be able to get an awareness and understanding of their condition and to be able
to speak to others in the same situation is a
very powerful thing indeed and we've been
pleased to be able to support the Forum in
some of the work that has been done by
them. I think it can obviously a very isolating experience and we want to work with
the Forum to look at what more we can do
to help provide that support to people.
I said that I would come back and talk
about some of the practical support. I mean
I felt very strongly at the start of this, and I
felt all the way through since the early days
of the Health Committee, that the issue
needed to be recognised and people
needed to be supported. Now as Cabinet
Secretary for Health I've found myself in
the position of hopefully being able to go
some way to do that.
I'm not going to say a lot about the Penrose Inquiry because I know that there are
very strong feelings about that and as I said
(continued on page 16)
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Shona Robison MSP’s
speech
(continued from page 15):

Forum have given a different view to me all
of which I am considering at the moment.
But we have an opportunity to establish
something here in Scotland that can
better meet the needs of people here in
Scotland, that can have a different culture
around the organisation because again
people have cited the fact that they felt
they had to jump through hoops and made
to feel as if they were begging and that's
something I don't want to have under the

at the time of the publication, that I recognise the views of people around Penrose,
but what it has done, interestingly, we
were talking to the Committee yesterday,
again was to raise the profile of this issue
and actually a lot of people have come
forward for testing that may not have otherwise done through the media exposure
“My priority now is to get
of this issue and that is a good thing. It’s a
good thing for a number of reasons, not
something in the interim
least that some of the progress that's been
so we can get money into
made around drug therapies has been
the hands of people who
quite ground breaking, some of the testineed it.”
monies there talked about side effects of
the some of the previous treatments, hor- Scottish arrangements. So I'm looking at
these arrangements at the moment, we
rendous side effects, people have said to
want to establish something here in Scotland, but there may have to be some
“We now have a
interim arrangements put in place to make
new generation of drug
sure that we get better financial support
therapy which I know for
into the hands of those who need it most
many people has made a
as quickly as possible and we are talking to
huge difference.”
the UK government and the Skipton and
me actually that the side effects were
Caxton schemes at the moment about how
almost worse in some cases. We now have we could work with them to get some ina new generation of drug therapy which I
terim arrangements for people here in
know for many people has made a huge
Scotland while we set up a Scottish
difference and that’s very important for
scheme. You'll be aware of course the UK
people who are coming forward potentially Government are also reviewing their
to be told of their infection for the first
schemes anyway, I don't know where
time. We are working with David Goldberg they’re going to end up and that's obvious(Professor) and others to look at how we
ly for the people in England, I know that we
make sure that those who are undiagnosed want to make sure that we support people
that we find those people and hopefully
(in Scotland) in a better way. Without
offer them the drug treatments that can
being too political about this, I was disaphelp them. But coming back to the practi- pointed that we weren't able to get
cal support, I felt it was very important to enhanced winter fuel payments into the
establish a review group of the financial
hands of people this last winter, we fought
arrangements. The day of the Penrose
hard in trying to do that because I was
Report being published I met with families, struck by what folk were saying that they
those directly affected, and the one thing
felt the cold in the winter, and I thought
that was consistently said to me was that
that there’s quite an early thing we could
the existing schemes were not good, that
have done if we could have reached agreepeople were left feeling like they were beg- ment across the four nations we could
ging for help, that people needed practical have done something about winter fuel
support, that they felt cold in the winter
payments. Unfortunately, that required
and couldn't meet their fuel payments and the agreement of the four nations and we
I left that meeting very clear in my mind
couldn't get that agreement.
that no matter what has been said in the
However, my priority now is to get somePenrose Report that there was an opporthing in the interim so we can get money
tunity to get some practical effect and
into the hands of people who need it, to
improvements made there so that kicked
establish something in Scotland that can
off the work of the Review Group that has look after the needs of people here in Scotlooked at what can be done and what
land and as I said at the committee yestershould be done. Now those recommenda- day, one of the important things that the
tions, as I'm sure you're aware, were
review group have recommended, is that
debated long and hard, there was disathis isn't the end of the story. They wanted
greements, and ultimately a compromise
to get as I've just said the resources into,
around the recommendations that were
more money into the hands of people as
put to me and obviously Philip and the
quickly as possible, they also said is that

that shouldn't be the end of the story, that
there needs to be a look at, for example
the other health impacts of people, we
know a lot about liver damage but what
we don't know is a lot about some of the
other health impacts, we need to understand that more, that needs to be reflected in the support that we give people.
We want to look at the stages, there
are other countries that have taken an
approach to looking at the stages of health
needs in a less blunt way than there is just
a stage 1 and a stage 2, and we want to
look at all of that and the Review Group
have recommended very clearly that there
is some work that needs to happen in addition to getting more money into the hands
of people who need it most.
So, as I say, that's what I'm looking at the
moment. Does it answer all the questions? Does it give people the justice that
folk are looking for? No of course it
doesn't and when I stood up and gave an
apology on behalf of the Scottish Government and the NHS, as did the first Minister,
for something that obviously predated
devolution but nevertheless I felt it was
important that we said those words and
give recognition to what has happened and
the impact on people that we saw here on
the film tonight, that it was important to
say that and actually a lot of people have
said to me that out of everything that's
maybe been one of the most important
things that they've heard that there has
been recognition of the harm that has
been done.

“My job now is to make
some of the practical
changes that can really
help people and their
day-to-day lives.”
My job now is to make some of the practical changes that can really help people and
their day-to-day lives to give them some of
that comfort and also to think about their
families and widows and again I was very
struck that the Review Group felt very
strongly about that and the recommendations that they've given me.
So I'm going to be looking at those very
carefully, as I've said I will be making an
announcement about that before we break
for Purdah for the Election so before
March but as you'll be aware I want to give
careful consideration to that and want to
do as well as we can by the people here in
Scotland and I give you that commitment
and thanks again Philip for giving me the
opportunity to share some of my thoughts
tonight.
Thank you very much.”

